
Please fill out the following information so we can get your LinkedIn Personal Page up and running.

Profile Picture (Professional Image)    First and Last Name

Headline EX: “Owner of XYZ Company”

Education (if applicable)       

School:       Degree: EX: “Bachelors”

Field of Study: EX: “Business”   Start Year:   End Year:

Activities: 

Description:      

Experience (Past Jobs/Businesses)

Title: EX: “President”      Company:

Location: (City, State)

Start Date: (Month and Year)     End Date: (Month and Year)

Description: Highlight what you were hired to do, what you learned, and concrete achievements or projects completed.

LinkedIn Personal Page
Questionnaire



Location: EX: “San Francisco”

Industry: EX: “Construction, Engineering, Manufacturing, etc”

About: This is a one-paragraph summary of your company, role, and service offerings. Think of this part as your 
“personal elevator pitch”.

Skills & Endorsements: Think of 20 skills that you have. Examples are: sales, entrepreneurship, marketing, customer service, 
roofing, Microsoft excel, Spanish, leadership, etc.

Accomplishments: Anything like a Publication, Patent, Course, Project, Honor/Award, Test Score, Language, Organization.

Digital Marketing Terms | Glossary

At tag(@)
The @ symbol is used in email, but it is now also being used to tag users in 
messages on social networking websites. Both Twitter and Facebook use the 
@ tag.

App
Short for application, an app performs a function on your mobile phone or 
computer.

A/B Testing
This is testing a new technique (A) of online marketing (whether it be PPC or 
SEO) against a control (B) to see if the new technique is more effective.

Blog
Short for weB LOG, a blog is a website that is maintained by one user, or a 
group of users, where the users post updates. Some are used as online 
diaries, but others may be corporate. A company that maintains a blog gives 
it a personable front for the potential clients, and it also maintains an 
interesting online presence that can be used for SEO.

Content
Text, pictures, video’s and any other online material.

Connections
A term used on LinkedIn to describe the people you are associated with.

Comment
An online response given by users as either an answer or reaction to a post 
or message.

Campaign
A campaign is made up of marketing messages with a specific aim. A 
campaign may aim to raise awareness, raise funds or increase the sales of a 
product.

Featured Groups
LinkedIn Groups are hubs which provide a place for professionals in the 
same industry or with similar interests to share content, post and view jobs, 
make business contacts, and establish themselves as industry experts. 
Feautring them on your company page is a great way to highlight 
community ties.

Geo-Targeting
The practice of search engines displaying results dependant on where you 
are. If you want a new pair of shoes it is useless to you if shops 5000 miles 
away are top of the results page and they don’t deliver!

Hyperlinks
Text that is highlighted and takes you to a certain destination. They are 
used to reference other content or to navigate you through a website.

Hashtags (#)
Like the concept of tags, a user can draw attention to certain aspects of a 
twitter post. By placing a #symbol before a word (phrases must be joined 
without spaces) it is highlighted as a tag.

Impression
An impression is simply someone seeing an advert. They may not click on 
it or buy anything.

Landing Page
The specific webpage on a website that a user is taken to when clicking 
on a search engine result or a PPC advert. While this could simply be the 
homepage, often it is more helpful to the customer (and therefore your 
profits) if they are taken to a page that is specific to their search terms.

Profile
On each social network you are given a profile 
to develop with your personal information and content which you can 
then choose to share and interact with.

PPC
Pay Per Click. While Search Engine Optimisation improves a websites 
standing in the unpaid section of a search engine, paid results are also 
found on search engines. 

Podcast
Typically an audio file, a podcast is available to download for playback.

SEO
Search Engine Optimisation. By tailoring the specifics of a website and 
how it is marketed, a website can move further up the results page on a 
search engine when a user searches. Doing so vastly improves the odds 
that the user will click on the link and visit your website! See our SEO 
strategies page to see what we do.


